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Focus group of the Maths and science learner support community of practice 

Summary of the Learner Selection and Programme Design Focus Group Meeting 

VIP Boardroom, Sci-Bono Discovery Centre, Newtown, Johannesburg 

14 March 2013, 12h30-14h30 

 

Dear Community Member 

The first learner selection focus group meeting of 2013 was facilitated by Zanele Twala of Bridge 

with support from Carlene Gonzo and Kaley Le Mottee. The community members present were: 

Alexandra Education Committee  Sydney Seolonyane  

Khulisa Management Services   Sarah Bliss 

Khulisa Management Services  Samantha Dube 

Institute for Balanced Living  Jenny Dry 

Tshikululu Social Investment  Tsholo Tshepe 

Sasol Inzalo Foundation   Irene Kamara  

SETMU Wits University    Zena Richards   

SETMU Wits University    Landi Mashiloane  

Sci-Bono Discovery Centre   Rowland Tsimba 

  

Rationale for the Student Equity and Talent Management Unit’s work  

 

The Student Equity and Talent Management unit provides a combination of academic, social and 

psychosocial support to approximately 800 learners from all nine of South Africa’s provinces.  The 

unit’s work, like this community, is designed to support the development of more STEM 

professionals. This is accomplished through four separate programmes run for grades 10, 11 and 12 

which include: 

 

• The Targeting Talent, Investing in Excellence, Facilitating Success Programme (TTP) (2007  to 

2016) 

• The Bale Scholarship Programme (BALE). (2007 – 2013) 

• Go to University to Succeed Programme (GUTS) (2010 – 2013).  

• The Leadership, Educational and Development Programme (LEAD) (2008 – 2010) 

 

SETMU’s director Zena Richards and Landi Mashiloane shared the team’s philosophy with the focus 

group along with a detailed overview of the selection process learners who benefit from the unit’s 

programmes go through. In this presentation, emphasis was placed on the Targeting Talent 

programme (TTP) initiative. For example, the goal of TTP is to increase the academic, social and 

psychological preparation of first generation, academically talented learners from socio-economically 

disadvantaged and backgrounds and well-resourced schools for admission to and success (retention) 

at South African selective universities.  This goal is pursued using a reflective selection process and, 

subsequently, tracking the learners as they go to university and beyond. 
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Learner Selection Philosophy employed at SETMU  

  

SETMU’s core thinking to learner selection is “Grow Talent, Don’t Mine it”. Zena quoted 

Csikszentmihalyi & Robinson, 1986 by stating that Talent is both content and context dependant- and 

whether one’s knowledge and skill is recognised as talent depends on how much that knowledge or 

skill matters to others.  She stated that by arguing that ability is part of the individual-environment 

transaction, selectors take the potential out of the hands (or heads) of a few and instead treat it as 

an opportunity that is available to all; although it may be actualised more frequently by some.  

SETMU therefore uses an approach illustrated by Professor Deborah Eyre in the figure below which 

considers high achievement the result of an interaction of many factors: 

 

 
 

The selection process applied by SETMU is multi-modal and includes the following:  

1. Teacher nominations and observation ratings are stated;  

2. A learner biographical questionnaire is completed and an essay is written;  

3. School results are used to measure learner’s school related performance, only those 

between the top 5% to 20% performers are considered;  

4. Parent nominations and observation ratings are stated;  

5. Marker evaluation of the biographical tool is reviewed; 

6. A selection committee discusses each learner selection material before he/she is included in 

the programme.  

Overall, this is a resource and time intensive process but well worth the time to select the right 

candidates for support. Zena stressed the need for selectors to be very clear what qualities they are 

selecting against and why. SETMU selection is designed to identify the following attributes: 

• Evidence that a candidate has dealt, in a resourceful way, with challenges in his/her own 

background; 

• Capacity for self-reflection; 

• Internal locus of control; 

• Evidence of achievement within his/her own context; 

• Goal-directedness and career focus; 

• Awareness of community/political/social issues; 
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• Ability to reflect critically on topical issues; and  

• Evidence of English language and cognitive ability; 

 

The learner’s gives evidence of these qualities mainly through the biographical essay tool.  

 

Biographical questionnaire and essay 

 

SETMU does not use psychometric or aptitude tests. The biographical questionnaire (BQ) and essay 

are key elements of the selection process because it brings the learners’ voice into the process. The 

biographical  allows for the `presentation of self' (Goffman 1959) in a way that empowers applicants, 

in contrast to the representation afforded by other instruments that measure scores, such as in 

English language achievement tests which may disempower the applicant.  

 

The BQ allows an applicant to present himself or herself within the context of her own experience 

and, in so doing, to reveal the traits or characteristics which correlate with success at university and 

provides opportunities for an applicant to reveal them. 

 

• The BQ provides selection committee with an understanding of the educational, economic, 

family, language and personal circumstances of each applicant.  

• Good results in the context of financial and educational affluence are regarded as very 

different to similar results achieved in a context of disadvantage and hardship. 

• Many candidates describe educational, economic and personal contexts characterized by 

conditions far from conducive to study. 

• The tendency to attribute the causes of events to issues, over which one has control, is 

interpreted as an internal locus of control, in contrast to explaining events as beyond one's 

control. Such beliefs would enable a student to approach future tasks positively and 

purposefully. 

 

Zena highlighted that through the adaptation of the BQ for SETMU programmes students have 

achieved an 80% admissions rate to higher education primarily because of the acute awareness that 

measures of achievement such as matric exams, language proficiency tests or psychometric tests 

lend themselves to a deficit interpretation of student performance. 

 

The BQ has enabled applicants who otherwise would not have gained admission to University the 

opportunity to present a narrative of their backgrounds comparable to those who are admitted to 

the university on the basis of matric scores which, for most students, are problematic as predictors 

of success at university. 

 

Key lessons shared by SETMU  

Identifying high potential in learners is a complex task. There must be consideration of many factors 

(behaviours  expressed at home, response to school tasks, economic contexts that may hinder 

demonstration of true potential) is important to determine a fair and equitable process. And there is 

a delicate balance that needs to be maintained in between the transformation and equity agendas 
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Identifying talented students from poor backgrounds: 

 

Selecting learners from disadvantaged communities is challenging. In this meeting, Zena shared 

some suggestions from Slocumb and Payne (2000) who stated that schools need to: 

• Move from relying on cut-off scores to looking at a preponderance of evidence; 

• Move from asking teachers for recommendations to asking for their perceptions; 

• Move from nominating selected students to whole-class screening; and 

• Move from identifying gifted students only on the basis of schoolwork to factoring in 

environmental factors that affect school performance.  

 

In its selection procedures, SETMU has followed this approach.  

 

Objectives  

In the Maths and Science community ultimately, the goal is to collectively contribute to greater 

number of Maths and Science graduates for critical skills areas of the economy. Working with 

communities for effective practice, Bridge has the following objectives: 

 

 The contribution of the community to the whole system; 

 Creating common purpose, peer support and trust among stakeholders; 

 The maximising of resources by the community; 

 The spread of effective practice within the community and its associated stakeholders 
(horizontal integration); and 

 The vertical integration of policy and practice. 

 

This presentation is just one instance of the community spreading effective practice and sharing the 

rationale for its work. The focus group was particularly interested in the biographical questionnaire 

is administered.  The Sasol Inzalo Foundation expressed interest in using elements of the 

questionnaire to assist students from some of it programmes.  

 

The Learner Selection focus group continues to be characterised by the creation of common 

purpose, peer support and trust as evidenced by this open presentation by the SETMU from Wits 

University.  

 

 

Best wishes 

 

 

The Bridge Team 

April 2013  

 


